
split rectangle layout and color guide
for cement & ceramic tiles
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split rectangle
size and color specifications

* Color and size are customizable for  
this product.

16”     40 cm

8”

20 cm

16 x 8 inches = 0.88 sq. feet per tile

41 x 20 centimeters = 0.08  sq. meters  

per tile
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split rectangle left
verde spruce

split rectangle left
ebony swan

split rectangle left
cloud swan

split rectangle left
powder swan

split rectangle left
regatta snow

split rectangle right
verde spruce

split rectangle right
ebony swan

split rectangle right
cloud swan

split rectangle right
powder swan

split rectangle right
regatta snow
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layout
The Stripes pattern is made by taking one Split Rectangle Left tile and turning it 

180º back and forth across the row, so that the dark part either points up to the 

left, or down to the right. This SR Left tile alternates directions both across the 

row and down the column. Place the first tile pointing up left; place the second 

tile pointing down right. Repeat to finish the row. For the next row, place the first 

tile with the dark section pointing down right, followed by up left. Finish the row 

by repeating. Alternate rows like this to finish.

tile placement

split rectangle left
stripes in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

tile directions

tile alignment

horizontal up

horizontal down

split rectangle left 4’     1.21 m

4’ 8”

1.42 m

straight
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layout
The Triangles pattern is made with vertically oriented Split Rectangle Left and 

Split Rectangle Right tiles, which alternate across each row. The first tile is an SR 

Right — notice that the darker half’s base is on top, and the diagonal split line 

points up to the right.. The second is an SR Left — again, notice that the darker 

half’s base is on top, and the diagonal split line points up to the left. Alternate 

like this across the row. The next row will be the same, in a straight alignment.

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
triangles in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles 

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters

4’     1.21 m

5’ 4”

1.52 m

tile alignment

straight

tile directions

vertical upvertical up

left left leftright right rightsplit rectangle left split rectangle right
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layout
For this pattern, Split Rectangle Left and Split Rectangle Right tiles are oriented 

vertically and alternate directions across the row. The first tile should be an SR 

Left with the dark base on top. The following tile should be an SR Right with the 

dark section’s base on the bottom. Repeat this back-and-forth between SR Left 

up and SR Right down until the row is finished. Duplicate the first row until the 

area is covered.

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
split triangles in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

tile directions

tile alignment

straight

vertical downvertical up

4’     1.21 m

left right right rightleft leftsplit rectangle left split rectangle right

5’ 4”

1.52 m

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
For this pattern, Split Rectangle Left and Right tiles alternate directions both 

across each row and down each column. Both are oriented vertically and up 

— notice that the darker half’s base is on top for both tiles. The first row begins 

with SR Right, then SR Left — repeat across the row. For the second row, begin 

with SR Left, then SR Right — repeat across the row. The third row begins like the 

first, with SR Right, and the fourth row begins like the second, with SR Left.

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
subway triangles in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4’     1.21 m

tile alignment

straight

tile directions

vertical upvertical up

split rectangle left split rectangle right

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
For this easy straight-alignment pattern, all tiles are Split Rectangle Left, 

oriented vertically and up, so that the base of the darker half is on top.

tile placement

split rectangle left
right triangles in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4’     1.21 m

tile alignment

straight

tile directions

vertical up

vertical up

split rectangle left

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
For this pattern, vertical Split Rectangle Left tiles are the same across the row, 

but each row switches directions, between down and up. Place the first row of 

tiles oriented down — the darker half’s base is on the bottom. The second row is 

up — you should have the darker half’s base on top. If you lay the tiles correctly, 

the two darker bases will touch and create a dark rhombus. Repeat these two 

rows until the area is full.

tile placement

split rectangle left
rhombus in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles = 
120 tiles 

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4’     1.21 m

tile alignment

straight

tile directions

vertical down

up

up

down

down

vertical up

split rectangle left

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters
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layout
This pattern shows what you can do when the Split Rectangle Left tile  

alternates between all 4 rotations — horizontally up and down, and vertically 

up and down. Notice that the tiles are set in a classic herringbone pattern — 

but the Split Rectangle pattern creates another herringbone pattern on the 

diagonal. Follow the diagram and pay close attention to how the dark and 

light halves meet. 

tile placement

split rectangle left
tidal waves in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

4’     1.21 m

4’ 8”

1.42 m

tile alignment

vertical and horizontal

tile directions

horizontal up

horizontal down

vertical up

vertical down

split rectangle left
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
This pattern creates diamonds with Split Rectangle Left and Right tiles, 

arranged in basic units of 2 by 2. The first row alternates between SR Right 

and Left, oriented up. The second row alternates between SR Left and Right, 

oriented down. Notice how the dark and light areas meet to create alternating 

dark and light diamonds. Repeat this unit in pairs of rows over the whole area.

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
diamonds in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 5.33 = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square metersstraight

tile alignment

tile directions

vertical up

vertical down

vertical up

vertical down

up 

right/left

up 

right/left

down

left/right

down

left/right

4’     1.21 m

left right right right left left

split rectangle left split rectangle right
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
In this pattern, dark vertically running zigzags outline lighter diamonds. Split 

Rectangle Left and Right tiles are oriented vertically and alternate in the same 

pattern across each row, which is mirrored in the next row. In the first row, start 

with SR Right up, then SR Left up, then SR Left down, then SR Right down, and 

so on across the row. The next row is mirrored — first SR Left down, then SR Right 

down, then SR Right up, then SR Left up, and so on across the row.  

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
outlined diamonds in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square metersstraight

tile alignment

4’     1.21 m

left right right right left left

tile directions

vertical up

vertical down

vertical up

vertical down

split rectangle left split rectangle right
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
To make alternating dark and light Zig-zags, switch between Split Rectangle 

Right and Left tiles across each row, all pointed up or down, respectively. 

For the first row, start with SR Right up, then SR Left up, and so on across. The 

second row starts with SR Right down, then SR Left down, and so on. Repeat 

these pairs of rows until the area is covered.

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
zig-zag in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters

straight

tile alignment

up

up

down

down

4’     1.21 m

tile directions

vertical up

vertical down

vertical up

vertical down

split rectangle left split rectangle right
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5’ 4”

1.52 m

layout
This pattern is a modified version of Subway Triangles, with a 4-row repeating unit. 

Complete the first row of Subway Triangles. For the second row, take the second 

and third tile and rotate them 180 degrees jointly. Skip 2 tiles and rotate the next 

2 in the same way. Repeat across the rest of the row. The third row is again like 

the first row of Subway Tiles. For the fourth row, continue with the inversion process 

starting with the first tile. Repeat all 4 rows until the area is covered.

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
village in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 5.33 feet = 21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters = 1.84 square meters

4’     1.21 m

straight

tile alignment

tile directions

vertical up

vertical down

vertical up

vertical down

split rectangle left split rectangle right
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layout
This pattern is based on Zig-Zag and repeats in units of 4 rows, using both Split 

Rectangle Left and Right tiles. Notice that in the diagram below, the first and 

fourth rows modify Zig-Zag to create the Diamond Back pattern. In the first row, 

start with SR Left and SR Right tiles, both oriented up. In Zig-Zag, these would 

repeat across the row — but here, take the third and fourth tiles and jointly 

rotate them 180º down.. The next 2 tiles are SR Left and Right oriented up, and 

then the next 2 are inverted down again. Repeat across the row. The second 

row is like Zig-Zag — SR Left and Right tiles, both now oriented down, alternate 

across the row. The third row alternates SR Left and Right, both oriented up. For 

the fourth row, start with SR Left down, and then invert the second and third tiles 

180º up. The next 2 tiles are SR Right and Left down, and then the next two are 

inverted again, 180º up. Continue with this inversion process across the row. 

The fifth row starts the 4-unit repeat again, like the first row. Continue with this 

repeat until the area is covered.

5’ 4”

1.52 m

tile placement

split rectangle left & split rectangle right
diamond back in verde spruce

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Verde Spruce

Split Rectangle Right in Verde Spruce

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

4 x 5.33 feet =  

21.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.52 meters =  

1.84 square meters

tile alignment

4’     1.21 m

straight

tile directions

vertical up

vertical down

vertical up

vertical down

split rectangle left split rectangle right
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tile placement

split square & split rectangle left
rotation in ebony swan

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Ebony Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

Split Square in Ebony Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square metersvertical and horizontal

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
Rotation is both simple and complex because it combines Split Rectangle Left tiles — both horizontally and vertically — 

with Split Squares. But take a closer look at the diagram and you’ll see that SR Left tiles are always oriented up, whether 

they’re horizontal or vertical, and the Split Square is always pointing up right. Together these 3 tiles form a unit that 

repeats across the pattern. You can see the repeat in the diagram’s top left: First, place an SR Left horizontally and up. 

Directly below, aligned to the left, place an SR Left vertically and up. Next, in the right angle formed by the 2 SR tiles, 

place the Split Square up right. Notice how each repeat fits into the others like a puzzle.

tile directions

(__) up left

horizontal up

vertical up

split rectangle left split square
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tile placement

split square & split rectangles
icicles in regatta snow

what to order
Split Rectangle Left in Regatta Snow

Split Rectangle Right in Regatta Snow

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

Split Square in Regatta Snow

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square metersvertical and horizontal

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
Like Rotation, Icicles can at first appear very complex because it combines Split Square, Split Rectangle Left, and Split 

Rectangle Right tiles all in the same layout. But look closely and you’ll notice that each tile is always oriented the same 

way — Split Square is up left, SR Left is horizontal up, and SR Right is vertical up. The entire pattern is made from this 3-unit 

repeat. You can see the repeat in the diagram’s top left: First, place an SR Left horizontally and up. Directly below, aligned 

to the left, place an SR Right vertically and up. Next, in the right angle formed by the 2 SR tiles, place the Split Square up 

left. Notice how each repeat fits into the others like a puzzle.

tile directions

(__) up left

split square

vertical up

split rectangle right

horizontal up

split rectangle left
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4 x 4 feet = 16 square feet

1.21 x 1.21 meters = 1.46 square meters

tile placement

split square & split rectangle right
scratch in powder swan

what to order
Split Rectangle Right in Powder Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

Split Square in Powder Swan

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

4’     1.21 m

4’

1.21 m

vertical and horizontal

tile alignment

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

layout
This pattern lays out exactly like Rotation and Icicles — in 3-unit repeats — except that Scratch combines Split Square 

tiles pointing up right with Split Rectangle Right tiles oriented horizontally down and vertically up. Start by laying out the 

basic repeat: First is an SR Right horizontal, oriented down. Below, place an SR Right vertically, oriented up, with the left 

edge aligned with the tile above. Next, place the Split Square pointing up right inside the angle formed by the 2 SR tiles. 

Notice how, like Icicles, each repeat fits into the others like a puzzle. The final pattern is a series of jagged zig-zags running 

diagonally across the surface. 

horizontal down

tile directions

up right (__)

split square

vertical up

split rectangle right
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